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About This Game

Action survival game. You start with 3 random survivors in your crew. Your goal is to make it out of the city by heading North-
East. Along the way you will run into other survivors that you can add to your crew and expand your random character selection

when you start you next run.

The game is broken down into 2 sections. The world map and the scripted/random encounters where you face of against other
crews and hordes of various types of zombies.

You will need to search around for food, gas and medical supplies in order to make it to your destination. Run out of gas and
you will no longer be able to go on until you find more. With no food supplies left your crew starts acting out, some will run

away with the remainder of your supplies others will just abandon your team. Without medicine there is no way to restore health
back to any of your crew members.
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An okay premise that is let down but a couple of serious flaws.

 - No music leaves the gameplay very bland.
 - Ticking clock that runs even when you are reading the tutorial

The art assets are low end but servicable.
The random events would be REALLY cool if I didn't just click off of them immediately in order to not waste time.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/qJy8n9LMxKo. Seems a bit too easy sometimes, but overall it's good.
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